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Hey Ben

Just purchased but the download link just sends me to a .png picture of the WSO salesletter. Any chance you can
send me the correct link please? Thanks

Neil
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 Re: Fast Attack Funnel System - Build A Guru Style Funnel That Pays, Converts, And Increases Traffic

for those of you that know me, you know list building is my passion. I purchase just about anything that gets
released on list building and funnel creation. I must say that Ben has put together something pretty awesome here.
He goes over some of the exact same methods I have used to build up my list to over 25,000 people now. Great job
on this one Ben, highly recommended.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Neil Day 
Hey Ben

Just purchased but the download link just sends me to a .png picture of the WSO salesletter. Any chance
you can send me the correct link please? Thanks

Neil

Murphy will strike me dead ... Link sent!

If anyone has problems as Neil did - simply send me a PM - I'll certainly get back to you as quickly as I can to fix any
problems...
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Bryan Harkins 
for those of you that know me, you know list building is my passion. I purchase just about anything that gets
released on list building and funnel creation. I must say that Ben has put together something pretty
awesome here. He goes over some of the exact same methods I have used to build up my list to over
25,000 people now. Great job on this one Ben, highly recommended.

Kind words from an author of a fabulous WSO... although it would be tacky of me to send people to your WSO from
my WSO 

But it's good to hear that even highly knowledgeable and experienced list builders recognize these great techniques
& methods that I show...
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 Re: Fast Attack Funnel System - Build A Guru Style Funnel That Pays, Converts, And Increases Traffic

I was lucky enough to receive a review copy and usually i do not leave reviews, but i went through the entire course
and i am confident that if you introduce these funnel's structure, the way that Ben teachs you, in your business your
ROI will definitely increase, you will be building your list for free or at the very least breaking even  on a long term
this means PURE PROFIT. I have been applying some of his techniques and guys it just works.

Cheers Ben 

Amazing product, like aslways

Diogo de Castro
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Quote:

Originally Posted by diogoim 
I was lucky enough to receive a review copy and usually i do not leave reviews, but i went through the entire
course and i am confident that if you introduce these funnel's structure, the way that Ben teachs you, in
your business your ROI will definitely increase, you will be building your list for free or at the very least
breaking even  on a long term this means PURE PROFIT. I have been applying some of his techniques
and guys it just works.

Cheers Ben 

Amazing product, like aslways

Diogo de Castro
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Thanks! I know people appreciate reviews that let them know that they aren't going to waste their money. I'm always
available through email for questions - as you probably already know!
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 Re: Fast Attack Funnel System - Build A Guru Style Funnel That Pays, Converts, And Increases Traffic

I was one of the lucky ones who received a review copy.
I got a lot of value out of the Fast Attack Funnel System. It's action packed, gives some tangible steps that anyone
can implement to grow their list at no cost. Ben has a great writing style which makes it very easy to absorb the
information. I think most people, even those experienced in list building, will learn something new. 
I'm implementing these steps as we speak.
Recommended - at this price it's a no brainer.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by GregAU 
I was one of the lucky ones who received a review copy.
I got a lot of value out of the Fast Attack Funnel System. It's action packed, gives some tangible steps that
anyone can implement to grow their list at no cost. Ben has a great writing style which makes it very easy
to absorb the information. I think most people, even those experienced in list building, will learn something
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new. 
I'm implementing these steps as we speak.
Recommended - at this price it's a no brainer.

Thanks for the kind words... 

I must admit, I sorta have fun with the English language, but I can't do Australian! 

But seriously, I do make the attempt to get my ideas across - and I know that to many people, this can be a
confusing issue.

So I try to make it easier to understand.

That way, everyone can have a profitable funnel, one that also increases your traffic.
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 Re: Fast Attack Funnel System - Build A Guru Style Funnel That Pays, Converts, And Increases Traffic

I've known Ben Holmes through on of the List Building group in facebook that I belonged and was one of the lucky
people who received a review copy of this WSO. Regardless I would assure you that whatever review I put here is
non biased and only what I think about.

So here's my review of the product:

This is for people who are just starting to build their list tointermediate list builders who wants to make money out
of the list they built.

Take note I highlighted intermediate list builders because I know that building list looks like a hard task when you are
just starting out. You get easily overwhelmed and probably a lot of question runs in your mind such as. What to
Email to your list, How often do you email etc..

The truth is not all people who managed to build a huge list made money because collecting emails is extremely
easy (even a complete noob can do that too) once you know how you'll be able to repeat the process over and over
again. 
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However making money out of it is totally different and one of the major factor on it is the type of funnel you have.
As a matter of fact I've built my list up to 5k in 2 months but never made money from it until I have implemented the
same method that Ben has discussed on the report. 

He's done a great job showing how to create a whole funnel in a very detailed manner.

He also showed how to attract quality of leads that will make you money not just what other list builders call that "tire
kicker".

If you realized the power of list building but don't know how then this guide is definitely for you. A Solid plan that you
need to follow if you really want to build your list while making money from it.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Marked09 
I've known Ben Holmes through on of the List Building group in facebook that I belonged and was one of the
lucky people who received a review copy of this WSO. Regardless I would assure you that whatever review
I put here is non biased and only what I think about.

I'm glad that people have been jumping in to post their reviews. It can only help people make up their mind on
whether or not this manual will help them.

Quote:

Originally Posted by Marked09 
So here's my review of the product:

This is for people who are just starting to build their list to intermediate list builders who wants to make
money out of the list they built.

Take note I highlighted intermediate list builders because I know that building list looks like a hard task when
you are just starting out. You get easily overwhelmed and probably a lot of question runs in your mind such
as. What to Email to your list, How often do you email etc..
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The truth is not all people who managed to build a huge list made money because collecting emails is
extremely easy (even a complete noob can do that too) once you know how you'll be able to repeat the
process over and over again. 

However making money out of it is totally different and one of the major factor on it is the type of funnel you
have.

This is where I aimed the Fast Attack Funnel System - to intermediate marketers... I have an OTO for those who are
just starting out, but this is really meant for people who already have their funnel set up, and are building their list.

But I do try to help absolute beginners as well with the $7 'List Lightning' one time offer that you'll see after you
purchase this product.

Quote:

Originally Posted by Marked09 
As a matter of fact I've built my list up to 5k in 2 months but never made money from it until I have
implemented the same method that Ben has discussed on the report.

And who doesn't want to make money? 

Quote:

Originally Posted by Marked09 
He's done a great job showing how to create a whole funnel in a very detailed manner.

He also showed how to attract quality of leads that will make you money not just what other list builders call
that "tire kicker".

If you realized the power of list building but don't know how then this guide is definitely for you. A Solid plan
that you need to follow if you really want to build your list while making money from it.

Thankyou for the kind words. I hope that the Fast Attack Funnel System helps people by getting their funnel setup
correct as soon as possible. It's really aggravating to realize that you've been leaving money and traffic on the table
simply because you didn't know the optimum way to set things up.
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 Re: Fast Attack Funnel System - Build A Guru Style Funnel That Pays, Converts, And Increases Traffic

I have heard very good things about the author so even though I know how to build a list and create a funnel I am
dying to see what he teaches. Can always learn a trick or two to improve and for that price even 1 new twist is very
much worth it.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by kj1010 
I have heard very good things about the author so even though I know how to build a list and create a funnel
I am dying to see what he teaches. Can always learn a trick or two to improve and for that price even 1 new
twist is very much worth it.

I certainly hope I don't disappoint. I've left nothing out, I've tried to be quite complete.

As a list builder, you surely know how much money you can make from a properly constructed funnel, so I think
you're quite right that the cost is extremely reasonable compared to the benefits.

Thankyou for your comments!
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 Re: Fast Attack Funnel System - Build A Guru Style Funnel That Pays, Converts, And Increases Traffic

I just want to say that I actually purchased this WSO and I do not know Ben and he doesn't know me. I wanted to
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post an unbiased review since I think this WSO deserves it.

This is a gem.

Plain and simple. This WSO is really, REALLY good. I'm creating a new sales funnel and I can confidently say that
the methods and strategies Ben teaches in this WSO will work. I haven't implemented them yet, I just read the
WSO, but I am really excited.

Even if you're a seasoned internet marketer I bet you'll learn something. There are some really creative and original
methods and philosophies in this WSO and you can tell Ben is teaching from experience. This does not appear to
be a rehash or stuff you'd know already just from common sense.

It's actually very educational and Ben shows real examples of what works and what doesn't.

This is a really refreshing WSO. I'm not much of a buyer here but from the WSOs I have purchased, this is easily
one of the best. The real money is in building your list guys. You can't go wrong with this WSO, especially at only
the measly $7 Ben is asking for. Great job and thanks for showing some effort. I love it. 

I really hope you do well with this WSO, I just had to pop in and post about it because in this crowded forum,
sometimes the great WSOs need help standing out. Great job, again.
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 Re: Fast Attack Funnel System - Build A Guru Style Funnel That Pays, Converts, And Increases Traffic

Quote:

Originally Posted by coreyvf 
I just want to say that I actually purchased this WSO and I do not know Ben and he doesn't know me. I
wanted to post an unbiased review since I think this WSO deserves it.

This is a gem.

Nice to hear this from someone other than my mother! (She always approves of my work!)

Quote:
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Thanked 155 Times in 124
Posts Originally Posted by coreyvf 

Plain and simple. This WSO is really, REALLY good. I'm creating a new sales funnel and I can confidently
say that the methods and strategies Ben teaches in this WSO will work. I haven't implemented them yet, I
just read the WSO, but I am really excited."

I haven't seen a single refund request yet, and I'm rapidly approaching the 100 mark in sales... (which is, I think,
quite good for a first WSO...) I think I hit a topic that a lot of people are confused about - this is why I felt compelled
to write this - because the Facebook group I'm in - I saw a lot of questions about how to go about creating their
funnel.

Then too, I've seen far too many funnels that were just too simplistic - I mean, it's not easy getting a visitor... you
have to work for it ... Google isn't going to be helping you. So you need to make the most of each and every visitor.

That's what I hope people can do when they learn this simple process...

Quote:

Originally Posted by coreyvf 
Even if you're a seasoned internet marketer I bet you'll learn something. There are some really creative
and original methods and philosophies in this WSO and you can tell Ben is teaching from experience. This
does not appear to be a rehash or stuff you'd know already just from common sense.

Well, I only claim that this will help beginners and intermediates... it's really directed at those who have already
started building a list, but perhaps aren't at the point of having 5,000 subscribers. I've a feeling that most people with
large lists already do much, if not all of what I'm showing in this manual.

Quote:

Originally Posted by coreyvf 
It's actually very educational and Ben shows real examples of what works and what doesn't.

Well, I don't know it all yet  - but I'm trying!

Quote:

Originally Posted by coreyvf 
This is a really refreshing WSO. I'm not much of a buyer here but from the WSOs I have purchased, this is
easily one of the best. The real money is in building your list guys. You can't go wrong with this WSO,
especially at only the measly $7 Ben is asking for. Great job and thanks for showing some effort. I love it. 
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I really hope you do well with this WSO, I just had to pop in and post about it because in this crowded forum,
sometimes the great WSOs need help standing out. Great job, again.

If you need another job, I could hire you as a reviewer! I really appreciate it... most people are happy to complain
about a bad WSO, but will rarely jump in and say what they like about a good one.

Thanks! And if you have any questions, my email address is included in the manual, and I'm happy to help out.
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 Re: Fast Attack Funnel System - Build A Guru Style Funnel That Pays, Converts, And Increases Traffic

Whats the cost of the OTO Pl ?

Thanks
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 Re: Fast Attack Funnel System - Build A Guru Style Funnel That Pays, Converts, And Increases Traffic

Quote:

Originally Posted by eximman 
Whats the cost of the OTO Pl ?

Thanks

The OTO is my previous product I sell on my website for $17 - a complete step by step process for building a list.
The OTO price is just $7 for Warriors. You don't need this if you already know about how to build a list, this isn't
needed for the WSO - which is strictly about how to put together the best possible funnel.
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Thanks: 81
Thanked 155 Times in 124
Posts

But if you're just getting started in list building, then the OTO will certainly be a great help.
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 Re: Fast Attack Funnel System - Build A Guru Style Funnel That Pays, Converts, And Increases Traffic

First of all, I must tell you that I received a review copy of this product.

Ben really over delivers with his product. He goes through the best ways of creating high converting squeeze pages
with examples included. He also tells you how to utilize your list to gain even MORE subscribers. But most
importantly, he goes through how you can set up your funnel to make it PROFITABLE.

Great work, Ben! 

Arbab
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 Re: Fast Attack Funnel System - Build A Guru Style Funnel That Pays, Converts, And Increases Traffic

Quote:

Originally Posted by AKhann 
First of all, I must tell you that I received a review copy of this product.

Ben really over delivers with his product. He goes through the best ways of creating high converting
squeeze pages with examples included. He also tells you how to utilize your list to gain even MORE
subscribers. But most importantly, he goes through how you can set up your funnel to make it
PROFITABLE.

Great work, Ben! 

Arbab
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Thank you for your kind words! I'm very close to 100 sales on the 'Fast Attack Funnel System' in just three days -
and so far, I've had nothing but kind words from everyone... so I must have done something right.

Gives me that warm fuzzy feeling! 

List Building is the only real sustainable online marketing method that I'm comfortable with - and I know that it can
truly mean financial independence - but you have to have a good funnel in place!
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